Analysis of the optimum spreading factor for MC-CDMA with RCPT-coded HARQ
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Abstract In MC-CDMA, each user’s data-modulated symbol to be transmitted is spread over a number of subcarriers using an orthogonal spreading sequence defined in the frequency-domain. As the spreading factor SF becomes larger, the transmission performance improves due to increasing frequency diversity effect; however, the data rate per user decreases. The SF=1 system corresponds to an OFDM system. In an MC-CDMA system the same total throughput as in the OFDM system can be achieved if the number of users allowed to transmit simultaneously is the same as SF. In this paper, we investigate the optimum spreading factor for MC-CDMA when rate compatible punctured turbo coded hybrid ARQ (RCPT HARQ) is used for error control. It was found that when many strong paths exist, the total downlink throughput is highest when the data is spread over all the subcarriers available; however the highest total uplink throughput is attained with an OFDM system (SF=1).
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1. Introduction

In mobile radio communications, the transmitted signal is scattered by many obstacles located between a transmitter and a receiver, thereby creating a propagation channel with numerous paths having different time delays. The transfer function of such a channel is no more constant over the signal bandwidth and is referred to as the frequency-selective channel [1].

Direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) spreads the data modulated symbol to be transmitted over a wide bandwidth to take advantage of the multipath channel by employing rake receivers; however it suffers from inherent inter-symbol-interference when high speed data applications are considered. Recently, a new CDMA system based on the combination of CDMA and multicarrier (MC) modulation based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, called MC-CDMA, has been attracting much attention and is under extensive study [2, 3].

In MC-CDMA, each user’s data-modulated symbol to be transmitted is spread over a number of subcarriers using an orthogonal spreading sequence defined in the frequency-domain. Since the received signal suffers from frequency selective fading, the orthogonality among different users’ signals is partially lost, resulting in a large multi-user interference (MUI). However, the orthogonality property can be partially restored while achieving the frequency diversity effect by using a simple one-tap equalization per subcarrier [2, 3] and hence, a better bit error rate (BER) performance can be achieved.

In all types of data transmission systems, some form of error control is needed to mitigate the adverse effects of fading. In [4] RCPT HARQ is applied to a DS-CDMA system and it is shown that the throughput is almost same with and without spreading in a frequency selective channel. In MC-CDMA, larger spreading factor SF achieves larger frequency diversity effect in a frequency selective channel. A total of SF users can communicate simultaneously; higher SF allows more simultaneously communicating users. However, the data rate per user decreases with increasing spreading factor for a fixed transmission bandwidth. In this paper, we investigate the optimum spreading factor, from the point of view of maximizing the total throughput, for MC-CDMA when RCPT HARQ is used for error control. The evaluation is done by computer simulation for a frequency selective channel.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the RCPT HARQ scheme considered in this paper. The transmission system model using MC-CDMA is presented in section III. In section IV, the performance evaluation is done via computer simulations for a single user and multi-user case. Section V offers some conclusions and future work.

2. RCPT HARQ

The RCPT encoder and decoder are shown in Fig. 1. The RCPT encoder consists of a turbo encoder, a puncturer, and a buffer. Likewise an RCPT decoder consists of a buffer, de-puncturer, and a turbo decoder.

The turbo encoder considered in this paper is a rate 1/3 encoder. The turbo encoder/decoder parameters are shown in Table 1. Type II HARQ is considered in this paper that is obtained by puncturing the parity sequences got after turbo coding with a puncturing period of P=8 as it was found that transmitting minimum amount of redundancy bits with each retransmission gives the highest throughput [4]. The first transmission consists of transmitting the sequence corresponding to the systematic bits. Since the systematic bits are the information bits themselves, no decoder is needed. Error detection is performed on the received signal sample sequence and if error is detected, a retransmission request or a negative acknowledgement (NAK) is sent; the punctured parity bit sequence is transmitted. Upon reception of a part of the punctured sequence, the de-puncturer inputs the received signal sample sequences corresponding to the systematic bits and the punctured parity bits to the decoder. A channel value of zero is inserted for those parity bits that are not yet transmitted and hence not received. The decoding algorithm remains the same irrespective of the puncturing pattern and decoding with 8 iterations is performed as if three sequences were received.

After iterative decoding, error detection is performed and detection of error causes another retransmission request; the second punctured parity bit sequence is transmitted. Previously received sequences are used together with the newly received sequence for turbo decoding. The retransmission continues until an error-free detection is performed. The puncturing matrixes used to obtain the sequences transmitted in subsequent transmissions are as follows (in octal notation):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
100 & 020 & 000 & 000 \\
000 & 020 & 002 & 000 \\
100 & 020 & 000 & 000 \\
000 & 020 & 000 & 000 \\
000 & 020 & 000 & 000 \\
000 & 020 & 000 & 000 \\
000 & 020 & 000 & 000 \\
000 & 020 & 000 & 000
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The first transmission consists of K bits (K is the length of information bits with error detection parity bits) whereas successive transmissions consist of K/4 bits each. After the 9th transmission, all the sample sequences, corresponding to the systematic bits, parity 1 bits and parity 2 bits, are received. Presence of errors even after the 9th transmission causes the sequences of systematic bits, parity 1 bits and parity 2 bits to be transmitted again in the 10th ~ 18th transmissions and the time diversity combining [5] or Chase combining [6] is employed in addition to incremental redundancy [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoder</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component encoder</td>
<td>(13, 15) RSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interleaver</td>
<td>S-random (S=K^{1/2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoder</td>
<td>Component decoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of iterations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Turbo encoder/decoder parameters
3. Transmission System Using RCPT HARQ

An equivalent low-pass transmission system model is illustrated in Fig. 2.

3.1 Transmitter

The transmitter is composed of a CRC encoder, an RCPT encoder, a channel bit-interleaver, a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) data modulator, a serial-to-parallel (S/P) converter, and an inverse fast Fourier transformer. The CRC encoder adds the error detection parity check sequence to a converter, and an inverse fast Fourier transformer. The CRC encoded sequence {uk}, {pu(1)}, {pu(2)} are punctured by puncturing matrices described in the previous section and the resulting sequences are buffered for possible retransmissions. The punctured sequence that is to be transmitted is block-interleaved by the channel interleaver and transformed into BPSK symbol sequence. The modulated signal is spread over multiple subcarriers and transmitted.

Throughout the paper, discrete-time representation of the MC-CDMA signal has been adopted. We consider MC-CDMA having Nc subcarriers with a carrier spacing of 1/Tc. Each user’s data is spread using the frequency domain orthogonal (Walsh-Hadamard) spreading code with a spreading factor SF. Let χj(n) be the jth user’s nth data-modulated symbol with |χj(n)| = 1. During 0 ≤ t < T, \( \{\chi_j(n); n = 0 \sim \left[ N_c / SF \right] - 1 \} \) is transmitted, where \( \left[ a \right] \) denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to a. The S/P converter converts the serial data into \( N_c / SF \) parallel data streams, each of which is copied SF times and multiplied by \( c_j(t) = [c_j^0 c_j^1 \cdots c_j^{SF-1}] \), the spreading code for user j, and further multiplied by \( \{pn_k; k = 0, 1, \ldots\} \), the long scramble sequence. The 4th subcarrier component \( s_k \) may be expressed using the equivalent baseband representation as

\[
s_k = \frac{2A}{SF} c_j^k x_j \left( \frac{k}{SF} \right) \quad (1a)
\]

for \( k = 0 \sim N_c-1 \), where A represents the transmit power of each user. Eq. (1a) represents the uplink. In the downlink case, N users’ symbols are multiplexed after spreading with different orthogonal spreading codes and then further
multiplied by a common long scramble sequence \( \{ p_{nk}; k = \ldots, 0, 1, \ldots \} \). Hence, \( s_k \) is given by

\[
s_k = \sum_{m=0}^{N_c-1} \sqrt{2A} \frac{1}{SF} \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} p_{nk} x^l \left( \frac{k}{SF} \right), \tag{1b}
\]

\( N_c \)-point inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is applied to the sequence \( \{ s_k; k = 0 \sim N_c - 1 \} \) to generate the MC-CDMA signal \( \{ s(i); i = 0 \sim N_c - 1 \} \):

\[
s(i) = \frac{1}{N_c} \sum_{k=0}^{N_c-1} s_k \exp \left( j2\pi k \frac{i}{N_c} \right). \tag{2}
\]

After insertion of the \( N_c \)-sample guard interval (GI), the resultant MC-CDMA signal \( \{ \tilde{s}(i); i = -N_c \sim N_c - 1 \} \) is transmitted over a propagation channel, where

\[
\tilde{s}(i) = s(i \mod N_c). \tag{3}
\]

Without loss of generality, we consider the time interval of one MC-CDMA symbol length, i.e., \( 0 \leq t < T \) with \( T = T_c + T_g \), where \( T_c \) and \( T_g \) are respectively the effective symbol length and the GI. Since the IFFT sampling period is \( \Delta T = T_c/N_c \), we have \( T_c = N_c \Delta T \) and \( T = T_c + T_g = T_c(1+N_c/N_c) \).

### 3.2 Propagation Channel Model

A \( \Delta T \)-spaced delay-time model for the propagation channel is assumed. \( M \)-branch antenna diversity reception is used at a receiver. Assuming \( L \) independent propagation paths with distinct time delays \( \{ \tau_l \} \), the impulse response \( \xi_m(t) \) of the multipath channel experienced by the \( m \)th antenna, \( m = 0 \sim M - 1 \), may be expressed as

\[
\xi_m(t) = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \xi_{m,l}(t) \delta(t - \tau_l) \tag{4}
\]

with \( \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} E[|\xi_{m,l}(t)|^2] = 1 \), where superscript \( j \) denotes the user index, \( \delta(t) \) is the delta function and \( E[.] \) denotes ensemble average. The time delays \( \{ \tau_l \} \) are assumed to be multiples of the FFT sampling period. Time dependency of the channel has been dropped for simplicity. The power delay profile is shown in Fig. 3. \( E[|\xi_{m,l}(t)|^2], \, l = 0 \sim L - 1 \), are assumed to be exponentially decreasing with coefficient \( \beta \) and decay factor \( \alpha \), where \( \beta \) is given by \( \beta = [1 - \exp(-\alpha)]/[1 - \exp(-L\alpha)] \). When \( \alpha \to 0 \), we get a uniform power delay profile with the average power per path equal to \( 1/L \). The channel is characterized by the delay spread \( \tau_{rms} \) defined as

\[
\tau_{rms} = \sqrt{\tau^2 - \tau^2} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\tau' = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} E[|\xi_{m,l}(t)|^2] \tau_l \quad \text{and} \quad \tau = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} E[|\xi_{m,l}(t)|^2] \tau_l.
\]

![Fig. 3 Power delay profile model.](image)

### 3.3 Receiver

As shown in Fig. 2, the MC-CDMA receiver consists of a fast Fourier transformer, a coherent demodulator, a bit de-interleaver, an RCPT decoder and a CRC decoder.

The MC-CDMA signal received on the \( m \)th antenna is sampled at the rate of \( \Delta T = N_c/T_s \) to obtain \( \{ r_{m}(i); i = -N_c \sim N_c - 1 \} \), which is expressed as

\[
r_{m}(i) = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \tilde{r}_{m,l}(i) \exp \left( -j2\pi k \frac{i}{N_c} \right) + \eta_m(i), \tag{6}
\]

where \( \eta_m(i) \) represents the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process. The \( N_c \)-sample GI is removed and the \( N_c \)-point fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied to decompose the received MC-CDMA signal into the \( N_c \)-subcarrier components \( \{ r_{m,k}; k = 0 \sim N_c - 1 \} \):

\[
r_{m,k} = \sum_{i=0}^{N_c-1} r_{m}(i) \exp \left( -j2\pi k \frac{i}{N_c} \right) \tag{7}
\]

for \( m = 0 \sim M - 1 \). Denoting the channel gain at the \( k \)th subcarrier on the \( m \)th antenna by \( H_{m,k} \), the \( k \)th subcarrier component \( r_{m,k} \) received on the \( m \)th antenna may be represented as

\[
r_{m,k} = \sqrt{H_{m,k} \sum_{j=0}^{L-1} \frac{2A}{SF} \xi_{m,j}(t) p_{nk} x^l \left( \frac{k}{SF} \right)} + \eta_{m,k} \quad \text{for downlink}, \tag{8}
\]

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{L-1} \sqrt{H_{m,k} \sum_{j=0}^{L-1} \frac{2A}{SF} \xi_{m,j}(t) p_{nk} x^l \left( \frac{k}{SF} \right)} + \eta_{m,k} \quad \text{for uplink},
\]

where \( \{ H_{m,k}; k = 0 \sim N_c - 1 \} \) and \( \{ \eta_{m,k}; k = 0 \sim N_c - 1 \} \) are respectively the Fourier transforms of the channel impulse response \( \xi_{m}(t) \) and the AWGN process \( \eta_m(i) \).

They are given by
\[
H_{m,k} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{\sum_{i=0}^{L-1} \xi_{i} e^{-j2\pi k N_i / N_c}}{N_c} & \text{for downlink} \\
\frac{\sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \eta_{j} e^{-j2\pi k j / N_c}}{N_c} & \text{for uplink}
\end{array} \right.
\]

\[
\eta_{m,k} = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \eta_{m} (i) e^{-j2\pi k i / N_c},
\]

where \( \{H_{m,k}\} \) are the independent and identically distributed (iid) complex random variables with zero mean and unit variance and \( \{\eta_{m,k}\} \) are the iid complex Gaussian variables with zero mean and variance \( 2N_0/T_s \), with \( N_0 \) representing the single sided AWGN power spectrum density.

For the frequency-domain despreading, minimum mean square combining (MMSEC) [2, 3] is considered. On each subcarrier, the \( M \) received signal samples are weighted by \( \{w_{m,k}; m=0-M-1\} \) and combined to obtain

\[
y_k = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} W_{m,k} r_{m,k},
\]

where \( \{w_{m,k}; m=0-M-1\} \) are the MMSEC weights given by [2, 3, 8]

\[
H_{m,k}^* = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\sum_{m=0}^{M-1} |H_{m,k}|^2 + \left( \frac{N_0}{SF N_c} \right)^{-1} & \text{for downlink} \\
\sum_{j=0}^{N-1} |H_{m,k}|^2 + \left( \frac{1}{SF N_c} \right)^{-1} & \text{for uplink}
\end{array} \right.
\]

The weighted samples are first multiplied by the complex conjugate of the scrambling sequence \( \{p_{n,k}\} \). To obtain the decision variable \( y'(n) \) for the \( n \)th data-modulated symbol of the \( j \)th user, despreading is performed by multiplying \( SF \) soft samples \( \{y_i; k=SF \sim (n+1)SF-1\} \) by the orthogonal spreading code \( \{c_{k,mod,SK} \}; k=SF \sim (n+1)SF-1 \) and the scramble code \( \{p_{n,k}\} \), and summing them up:

\[
y'(n) = \sum_{k=SF}^{(n+1)SF-1} y_k c_{k,mod,SK} p_{n,k} \tag{12}
\]

where * denotes the complex conjugate operation. \( y'(n); n=0 \sim \lfloor N_c / SF \rfloor - 1 \) is the coherently detected soft decision sample sequence that is de-interleaved and input to the RCPT decoder, where error correction is performed and the CRC coded sequence estimate \( \{\hat{u}_n\} \) is obtained. If no error is detected, the CRC decoder outputs the sequence \( \{\hat{d}_n\} \) as the received information bit sequence. In the case of errors being detected by the CRC decoder, a retransmission is requested.

### 4. Performance Evaluation

The throughput performance of RCPT HARQ in a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel with antenna diversity reception is evaluated by computer simulations. The computer simulation conditions are summarized in Table 2. The user encoder/decoder parameters are as shown in Table 1. The channel interleave used in the simulation is a size \( 2^a \times 2^b \) block interleaver, where \( a \) and \( b \) are the maximum allowable integers for a given sequence size and are determined so that an interleaver as close as possible to a square interleaver can be obtained. We assume MC-CDMA using \( N_c = 256 \) subcarriers with a carrier spacing of \( 1/T_s \), a guard interval of \( T_g = T_s/8 \) (i.e., \( N_g = 32 \)) and ideal coherent BPSK data modulation/ demodulation. FFT and IFFT sampling period \( \Delta T = T_s/256 \).

Uncorrelated, time-varying Rayleigh faded paths are generated using Dent’s model [9]. An exponential power delay profile is considered. The number of propagation paths \( L=16 \), the propagation time delay difference between the nearest two paths \( \tau = 2\Delta T \), and the maximum normalized Doppler frequency \( f_d T = 0.01 \). \( \alpha=0 \) is assumed unless otherwise stated.

In the following simulations the frame length \( K = 1024 \) bits (frame length represents the CRC encoded sequence length). Throughput efficiency \( \eta \) is defined as in [7]

\[
\eta = \frac{\text{Bits transmitted successfully}}{\text{Total number of bits transmitted}}.
\]

An error-free reverse channel and ideal error detection are assumed. The number of retransmissions is taken to be infinite.

### Table 2 Simulation condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame length</th>
<th>1024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel coding</td>
<td>Turbo coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interleaver</td>
<td>Block interleaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Modulation</td>
<td>BPSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC-CDMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of subcarriers</td>
<td>( N_c=256 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective symbol length</td>
<td>( T_s=256\Delta T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard interval</td>
<td>( T_g=32\Delta T ) ( (T_s/T_g=1/8) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spreading factor</td>
<td>( SF=1-256 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data channel</td>
<td>Rayleigh fading ((L=16))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARQ channel</td>
<td>Ideal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.1 Single User Case

##### 4.1.1 BER Performance

Figure 4 plots the simulated average bit error rate (BER) performances of turbo-coded MC-CDMA as a function of the average received signal energy per information bit to the noise power spectrum density ratio \( (E_b/N_0) \) with the spreading factor \( (SF) \) as a parameter where
It is seen that the average BER performance continuously improves as the spreading factor increases; the use of $SF=256$ reduces the required average received \( \frac{E_b}{N_0} \) for $BER=10^{-4}$ by as much as about 7dB compared to OFDM ($SF=1$). This is because each modulated symbol is spread over multiple subcarriers and the frequency diversity effect is achieved. Hence spreading the data symbols over multiple subcarriers gives better BER due to increased frequency diversity effect.

When there are multiple users communicating simultaneously, the uplink and downlink performances are different. In the uplink case, the data is transmitted by users distributed at geographically different locations whereas in the downlink case, the data is transmitted from the base station. The BER performance of turbo coded MC-CDMA in the multiuser case is plotted in Fig. 6 with $SF$ (= the number of users $N$) as a parameter. Note that, in the uplink, slow transmit power control is assumed so that the signals of all users are received with the same average power. However the users’ transmitting timings are asynchronous and uniformly distributed over $0~T$. It is seen that in the downlink case, the BER improves with the increase in $SF$ due to increased frequency diversity effect. Due to the
existence of multiple users, the improvement is less than that for the single user case; a 5dB gain in the average received $E_b/N_0$ is attained for a BER=$10^{-4}$ when $SF$ changes from 1 to 256. In the uplink case, error floor occurs in the BER performance because of the asynchronism among the users. However, as the $SF$ increases the turbo coded BER improves slightly.

### 4.2.2 Throughput Performance

**A. Downlink**

Figure 7 plots the total downlink throughput with $SF$ as a parameter when the total number of users ($N = SF$). (The total bit rate is kept the same as in OFDM.) It is seen that the total throughput is almost independent of $SF$ for lower average $E_b/N_0$ however, for higher average $E_b/N_0$, the throughput increases with increasing $SF$. The $SF=1$ system corresponds to an OFDM system. It suggests that using an OFDM system with some form of time scheduling is as good as using an MC-CDMA system with multiple simultaneously communicating users when the average received $E_b/N_0$ is less than 8dB. However, when the channel condition is good, it may be better to spread the data over multiple carriers. Using $SF=N_c$ gives the highest total throughput. When $N < N_c$, multiple codes can be assigned to each of these users in communication to improve the throughput of the communicating users.

**B. Uplink**

As seen from Figure 6, the BER performance degrades due to the asynchronism among the users. However, when RCPT code is used for error correction together with ARQ, the throughput is not zero in spite of a very bad BER performance due to incremental redundancy and time diversity or Chase combining. It can be seen in Fig. 8 that the throughput increases slightly with the increase in the spreading factor. It should be noted that in this paper, we assume that the total number of communicating users is the same as the spreading factor. Hence for the uplink case, it is the best to use an OFDM system with some form of time scheduling to allow only one user to communicate at a time.

4.3 Diversity Reception

The effect of antenna diversity is analyzed in this section. For both the uplink and downlink cases, 2-antenna maximum ratio combining (MRC) receive diversity is assumed. The results of computer simulations are plotted in Fig. 9. It is seen that with diversity reception, the throughput improves for both downlink and uplink compared to the no diversity case. However the dependence of throughput on $SF$ is identical to that of no diversity.

4.4 Power Delay Profile of the Channel

The evaluations done until now were for a channel with $L=16$ and a uniform power delay profile ($\alpha=0$). In this section we analyze how the delay spread of the channel changes the optimum spreading factor. Figure 10 plots the throughput as a function of average received $E_b/N_0$ with $\tau_{rms}/T_s$ as a parameter for $M=2$. We saw in Fig. 7 that for $\tau_{rms}/T_s = 0.036$ ($\alpha=0$), the use of $SF=256$ ($SF=1$) gives the highest (lowest) throughput. However when $\tau_{rms}/T_s=0.0036$ ($\alpha = 8$dB) the throughput for $SF=1$ is higher than that for $SF=256$. $\tau_{rms}/T_s=0.0036$ corresponds to a channel with one
strong path. Hence when multiple strong paths exists it is better to spread the data over multiple subcarriers but in a single path channel it is best to use an OFDM system ($SF=1$) with one user at a time. In the uplink case as well the throughput decreases with decreasing delay spread for larger $SF$ due to decreased diversity effect. Figure 10 shows that the throughput for $SF=64$ decreases by about 10% when $\tau_{rms}/T_s=0.0036$ compared to when $\tau_{rms}/T_s=0.036$. The throughput for OFDM ($SF=1$) increases with the decrease in delay spread. Hence for uplink, the OFDM system gives the highest throughput irrespective of the channel delay spread.

![Graph showing throughput vs. $\tau_{rms}/T_s$ for different $SF$ values.](image)

**Fig. 9** Total throughput ($N=SF$). $L=16$ and $M=2$.

### 5. Conclusion

The optimum spreading factor of the MC-CDMA when RCPT HARQ is used for error correction is evaluated. It was found that different accessing techniques will be required for uplink and downlink to maximize the throughput for each link. For downlink, MC-CDMA gives the highest total throughput when the data is spread over all the subcarriers available, i.e., $SF=N_c$. $SF$ users can communicate simultaneously but the data rate per user decreases. When the number of users who want to communicate is less than the number of subcarriers, multiple codes can be assigned to each of these users to improve their throughput. On the other hand, in the uplink case, asynchronism among the users results in decreased throughput when $SF>1$; the highest total uplink throughput is attained with an OFDM system ($SF=1$), i.e., only one user communicates at a time. However some form of time scheduling to allow only one user to communicate at a time will be necessary. Multicode MC-CDMA is an alternative to the OFDM system wherein the frequency diversity effect can be availed [10].

For bridging MC-CDMA and OFDM, multirate MC-CDMA systems employing variable OVSF [11] may be a good solution. Further study in this direction is needed.
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